Government of West Bengal
DIRECTORATE OF FORESTS
Office of the Principal Chief Conservator of Forests & Head of Forest Force, West Bengal
Aranya Bhawan, Block: LA/10A, Sector-III, Salt Lake City, Kolkata-700 106
Phone (033) 2335-7751/8581/8755, Fax (033) 2335-8756, e.mail: pccfwb@vsnl.net
Visit us at: www.westbengalforest.gov.in

NO.2850/CS/2M-1366/2018 Date: 25.06.18

To: (1) Shri Ravi Kant Sinha, PCCF, Wildlife
(2) Shri J T Mathew, IFS, PCCF, RMD
(3) Shri S Dhaundyal, IFS, MD, WBFDC Ltd.
(4) Shri G P Chhetri, IFS, CCF, Northern Circle
(5) Shri Ujjawal Ghosh, IFS, CCF, Wildlife (N)
(6) Smt. Pratibha Raj, IFS, CCF, Soil Conservation
(7) Shri Subhankar Sengupta, IFS, Field Director, BTR
(8) Shri Sudhir Ch Das, IFS, CF, Parks & Gardens
(9) Shri Sameer Gazamer, IFS, CF, South-West Circle
(10) Shri S K Molley, IFS, CF, Soil Conservation (North)

Sub: Applied Research and Innovation in Forest Directorate

Ref.: This Office Memo No.2614/CS/2M-1366/2018 dt. 18.06.18.

*****

Sir/Madam,

In continuation of the letter under reference, this is to state that your presence in the meeting/workshop will be highly useful.

It has been reported by Addl.PCCF, North Bengal that a number of DFOs, will not be attending the meeting-cum-workshop as they will be busy in their departmental examination. In this connection, all concerned CFs and CCFs are requested to collect the presentation from their respective DFOs who will not be attending the meeting-cum-workshop and present the same in the meeting-cum-workshop on the said date and time.

So, you are requested to kindly make it convenient to attend the workshop/meeting on 27.06.2018 at 11.30 AM at Sukna.

Yours faithfully,

(N K PANDEY)
Principal Chief Conservator of Forests &
Head of Forest Force, West Bengal
Copy forwarded for information to :-

(1) Shri M R Baloch, IFS, Addl. PCCF, North Bengal.
(2) CCF, MIS & E.Gov. – for uploading in the website.

( N K PÁNDEY )
Principal Chief Conservator of Forests &
Head of Forest Force, West Bengal